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CHAPTER SIX 

Reform(ul)ations, 1989-1998 

After Khomeyni died in 1989, the Iranian state and society changed dramatically. 

State power weakened and gave way to a plethora of power centres, which benefited 

the resurgence of Iranian society. Another, related effect of these regime changes, 

consisted of an indirect and double rapprochement between Sufism and the state. 

On the one hand, the state broadened its definition of legitimate religiosity, which 

brought Sufism closer to officially sanctioned, Islamic respectability. Even where Su

fis remained passive, the regime changes were significant for Sufi practice: "trans

formations in the larger political arena in which [...] performance takes place result 

in changes in what [...] performance means" (VAN DER VEER, 1994: 82). The changes 

involved the state's appropriation of mystical notions, in definitions which had been 

laid down in Khomeyni's 'erfan. Through 'state mysticism', Sufi performance appro

ximated what SCOTT (1990) called the 'public transcript', of state Islam.' As discre

pancy between the hidden and public transcripts accounts for the level of domination 

(1990: 4), one may conclude that state mysticism lessened the domination of Sufism. 

On the other hand, "the position of religious regimes in political arenas is [...] ef

fected by the type of ideology [...] espoused" (THODEN VAN VELZEN, 1992: 203). The 

themes of social service, sacrifice and mystical martyrdom - state concerns as well 

- marked Sufi discourse in both NecmatollahI orders. But beyond this, the SafFalï-

sahls and Soltan'allsahls tapped different repertoires in relating to state mysticism, 

and they accommodated differently. For the Saffalïsahïs, bonds of allegiance to the 

clerical state elite - whether they existed before or not, being either imagined or real 

- did not restore the unified leadership. Sufis in the various branches reproached each 

other for either being related to the state, or for deviating from state Islam. There was 

' 'Hidden transcript' means "discourse [...] 'offstage', beyond direct observation by powerholders," 
the 'public' one "open interaction between subordinates and those who dominate" (1990: 4, 2). 
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134 IN THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC 

a 'double emulation' in one of the Saffallsahï branches: in its allegiance to (mystical) 

state Islam, it did not claim to embody, itself, any authority. But in an affiliates' 

'hidden transcript', it was the master's sovereign spiritual authority that mediated the 

state allegiance. The unified Soltan'allsahls, to the contrary, felt strong enough to 

publicly proclaim a division of authority between the mystics and the jurists. In 

contrast to the covert nature of spiritual authority in the above SafFalïsahl branch, the 

Soltan'allsahls' explicit authority division proved acceptable to some of the clerical 

elite, as they visited the lodge. For the Soltan'allsahls, who could trace their 

allegiance to Khomeyni and his 'erfdn legacy back to the Pahlavi period, state ties 

strengthened spiritual authority, and benefited the order's religious reintegration. 

In neither of these cases, however, would the meaning of Sufi performance be ful

ly grasped as a "smuggling of portions of the hidden transcript, suitably veiled, onto 

the public stage" (SCOTT, 1990: 157). The public stage, in spite of its dangers, was 

much more than an arena for dissimulation. It was also the place where Sufis could, 

through various strategies, attain 'authentically' wished for, Islamic respectability. 

6.1. State mysticism 

State interference into affairs deemed private was regarded a 'nuisance' (mozahem) 

by many Sufis. Individuals were targeted in their private realms, but state interfe

rence was most visible in publications and audio-visual releases that entered into the 

public realm. In June 1996, a musical cassette came out containing 'erfanï music by 

Azad ('free'). A store-owner in a Tehrani suburb mentioned that in his area alone at 

least eighty copies of the popular tape had been sold, which to him implied a multi-

2 Although it has been argued in the previous chapter that one would do better to focus on Sufism's 
accommodation rather than confine oneself to narratives of suppression, there certainly were great 
nuisances. LEWISOHN (1998: 461) mentioned that: "Harassment of dervishes by various armed repre
sentatives of the regime in various cities throughout Iran ranges from weekly interrogations by the 
police to varieties of psychological torture (such as surveillance by agents of the regime and verbal 
threats [...]." However, his mentioning the "threat of expulsion from civil-service jobs should mem
bers not be willing to renounce their affiliation to the order" is questionable. There may have been 
such cases, but it is unlikely that they were part of a co-ordinated policy. The public functions of seve
ral Soltan'allsahi notables provide counterevidence for that. My observation of several Baslgg in lod
ges (simply there to enjoy the congregation) and the reported popularity among the Baslgg of the Hak-
sar, moderate his statement that "the Islamic Republic's distrust of. and hostility to the dervish orders 
is reflected in the fact that members of the armed services in Iran are not allowed to belong to any Sufi 
tarlqa nor, indeed, to frequent khanaqahs, since the intelligence service of the government considers 
the hand of America [...] to be directly behind the present popularity of Sufism in Iran and the West". 
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tude of that number had been bought in the centre of town. After twelve days, it was 

forbidden.3 This was the year in which the 'war against the Western 'cultural invasi

on', which had become 'a pillar of official discourse in 1992', "peaked [...] with a se

ries of television programs and articles in the conservative press, titled 'identity' (ho-

vryyar)."4The climate had its effect on Mr Zangarl, rumours told. He was vaguely re

lated to a Sufi order. He could foretell people's future from the moment they walked 

through his door, effectively advice as how to circumvent it if bad, and was a sought-

after counsellor for these qualities. About March 1997, unexpected visitors made their 

entrance. It was the Revolutionary Guards, who held foretelling the future anathema 

to religion, and thus explained to Zangarl the cause for his arrest. Zangarl was for

bidden to take up counselling again, and spent ten days in the infamous Evin prison. 

More striking as an instance of state interference, however, was the slow and 

unannounced appropriation of mysticism by the state itself. Its effects were seen in 

1997, for instance, when the state felt uninhibited to proudly invite 22 foreign 

ambassadors, on a trip to Kerman, to visit the mausoleum of the 'famous mystic poet 

Shah Ne'matollah Vali' (in Mahan).5 In commemoration of his martyrdom, one news

paper referred to Imam 'All as the emam-e 'arefan. Another deplored his demise, 

exclaiming: "Oh, Leader of the Mystical World!" (Ey, moqtada-ye calam-e 'erfan.').6 

Just after Khomeyni died in June 1989, his son Ahmad had offered a mystical 

poem to the Iranian people as a token of gratitude for their massive presence during 

the funeral.7 The Imam's relations to mysticism then came under national and interna-

3 Conversation Zo'r-Reyasateyn Sufi, 12/04/96. LEWISOHN'S interview with the artist (referred 
to in 1998: 461) gave the context: "In June 1996, a cassette tape with music [...] by DawOd Azad, a 
member of the order, featuring Persian verses of DrNürbakhsh [...] was published in Tehran [....] It 
unexpectedly caught the attention of a wide public and 10,000 copies were sold within a week. In late 
June 1996, shocked by such unforeseen high sales and the public's welcome of this mystical music, 
the Ministry of Islamic Guidance recalled and banned the tape. The record company that produced 
it was then broken into by the Revolutionary Guards and all copies were erased. Permission for further 
sales was revoked and all the covers of printed cassettes were confiscated or defaced." 

4 MATIN-ASGARI, 1998: 59. MIR-HOSSEINI (1994, (1): 282) reported that in spring 1992, "in a 
national television program, a popular religious character condemned the Ahl-i Haqq dogmas and 
invited their youth to rise against their fathers' archaic beliefs and become true Muslims." 

5 Tehran Times, 04/09/97; see Figure 2. There had been earlier rapprochements as well: "In 1987 
a senior Tijani, Shaykh Dahira Usman Bauchi, was invited to Iran to attend the eighth anniversary 
celebrations of the revolution" and "some of the Tijaniyya in Tamale and Accra have become Shl'is 
with an 'Iranian-sponsored school of Shi'ite piety' being founded in Accra" (SlRRlYEH, 1998: 147). 

6 Keyhan, Resdlal, Bahman 11. 1375/January 3, 1997. The relaxation of legitimate religiosity was 
similarly evident in a recent congress on Sams-e Tabriz! in Hwoy (Tehran Times, 09/09/98). 

7 TER HAAR, 1995: 91.The poem included the lines "Open the door of the tavern and let us go 
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tional scrutiny. In winter 1989, Khomeyni's mystical letter to his daughter-in-law was 

published, written three years earlier, which again contained Sufi references: "Oh Su

fi, you have to polish the Armour of Love / and be faithful to the Promise you made 

/ as long as you remain yourself, you will not reach Union with the Beloved / you 

have to annihilate your self, in the Way of the Friend."8 Beyond intellectual debt, 

Khomeyni's relation to mysticism was ingrained in the collective Sufi memory of the 

Imam lashing out against the Hoggatlye Society - the staunchest ideological enemy 

of Sufism - when in Paris. There were more physical connections as well. One ob

server felt it was not "out of context to mention [that] Khomeyni's former residence 

and the place where he gave audience to his people in the north of Tehran [was] itself 

a Sufi mosque and sanctuary."10 Sufis moreover claimed Khomeyni's personal ini

tiation, which he reportedly spoke about on television shortly after the revolution." 

Khomeyni's carefully construed hagiography as Master of thtfoqaha - already in 

wide circulation during his lifetime - was thus revised in an unexpected, mystical 

there day and night / For I am sick and tired of the mosque and seminary." A commentator aptly com
mented (New York Times, 08/20/89) that on the one hand "These are classical images in support of 
religious fervour" but on the other, that "Such poetry had apparently not been prominent in the years 
since Khomeyni's revolution, and [that] the poem's appearance may even signal some kind of elabo
rate political manoeuvring among Khomeyni's successors." See below for confirmation of this view. 

8 Rah-e 'eSq, 1368/1989: 25. Mostly, as in KNYSH'S eye-opener review (1992), an intellectual 
debt was stressed. The documented relations between mysticism and the Imam may be historically 
summarised as follows: In 1921, Khomeyni studied 'erfan in Qomm. From 1929, he wrote mystical 
treatises (Pasdar-e eslami, 1375/1997, 182: 29, mentioned Sarh-e do'a-ye sahar, Misbah al-hidaya 
ild al-hilafa wa'l-wildya, and commentaries on the Fusiis al-hikam and Misbah al-uns), in some of 
which historical Sufis were positively referred to. Thereafter he taught 'erfan, but in the early 1960s, 
he cancelled his lessons, probably because political activities occupied all of his attention. But in his 
political lectures abroad, as in 1972, the Imam kept on referring to 'erfan. After the revolution, there 
were televised 'lessons' from Khomeyni's Tafsir-e süra-ye hamd (Pasdar-e eslami, 1375/1997, 182: 
30, erroneously claimed this was mentioned by Knysh). In 1983, a student in Hamadan found several 
of his mystical manuscripts (belonging to his collection raided by SAVAK in 1968), that the Imam 
allowed for publication the same year. In 1986, he wrote a mystical letter to his daughter-in-law. In 
1989, he wrote a letter to Gorbatsjov that contained new references to mysticism, and until his death, 
he wrote mystical poetry. Cf. VAJDANI, 1982; FAHIMI, 1989; PAKDAMAN, 1989; RAFSANJANI, 
1989, TER HAAR, 1995. Of KHOMEYNI'S political writings, Gehad-e akbar yd mobaraze ba nafs (The 
Greater Jihad or the Struggle with the Soul) particularly stands out as mystical. PAKDAMAN stated, 
with a bit of exaggeration: "He belonged to the lariqat [....] and on this path he, under the designation 
of 'moralities', spoke words left unsaid that transgressed the limit of apostasy [...]" (1368/1989: 3). 

9Interview revolutionary student, 02/27/97, cf. VALI and ZUBAIDA'S general account (1985: 161). 

HAERI, 1995: 93. This observation has not to my knowledge been picked up in other literature. 
The alleged 'initiation' refers to Imam Khomeyni's 'erfan education, for six years, by Ayatollah 

Mirza Mohammad 'All SahabadT (cf. Pasdar-e eslami. 1375/1997, 182: 29), whom Ne'matollahi Sufis 
referred to as a morSed, and Ayatollah Mirza 'All Akbar Hakem (cf. KNYSH, 1992: 633-4). 
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rapprochement to the 'orafa. It is probably accurate to interpret these changes as 

events allowed to come into the open by some, which were nevertheless not foreseen 

by the regime. Rafsanjani, in any case, was quick to capitalise on them politically: 

In November 1989, Rafsanjani presented a long eulogy in which he played 
down Khomeyni's role as the charismatic leader of the down-trodden masses. 
Rafsanjani depicted him instead as a first-rank theologian and philosopher, 
especially on mysticism, as a major scholar who had given 'a new lease on life' 
to the Oom seminaries, and as a world-famous figure who had restored Iran's 
national sovereignty [italics mine]. 

However, the emergence of state mysticism knew more preconceived regime expres

sions as well. In the last months of the Iran-Iraq War, a Tehran University student and 

Baslgg war volunteer sent his family a letter from the front that was published in the 

summer of 1989, under the title 'Red Mysticism. A Baslgg student's literary-fer/S« 

letter from the front'.13 The Islamic Propagation Council (Sürd-ye tablïgat-e esldmi), 

an ideological watchdog, published it "on the occasion of the honouring of the week 

of victorious resistance and eight years of sacred defence." The pamphlet's definiti

ons of 'erfan melted mysticism with the revolution and republican Islam. The title re

ferred to the blood of Shi'ite martyrs who had died in the cause of a 'higher knowled

ge'. Ultimately, the student held, higher knowledge was obtained by 'dying in God' 

(p. 7), and its examples were, literally, provided by the 'martyrs of Karbala' (p. 8). 

Poets explored the relation between martyrdom and mysticism on a regular basis 

in various newspapers.14 Baslgg volunteers were reported among the Haksar. But 

12 ABRAHAMIAN, 1993: 134. On November 25, 1996, Tehran hosted a congress on 'mysticism 
and Justice'. When the Source of Emulation Reza Baha al-DTnl died on July 19, 1997. Tehran Times 
(07/21) praised his "devotion to spirituality and lofty mystical stations [that] he had mastered." 

13 SALARI, 1368/1989. 'Erfan-e sorh. Name-ye adahï-'erfanï-ye dane$gü-ye basïggi az gebhe-ye 
gang. In February 1997,1 was told at the Islamic Propagation Council that Salari's Letter was out of 
print and that there were no back-issues. A copy was fortunately kept at Tehran University Library. 

14 Resalat published Sathiyat, ecstatic or even blasphemous utterances of divine inspiration for 
which Sufis had historically been executed (for instance: Mehr 15. 1375/October 16, 1996); Keyhan 
published poetry under the title kofran-e 'eiq, 'heresies of love' (Hordad 8, 1376/May 29, 1997). 

15 Cf. GIELING'S 1998 study of 'The Sacralization of War in the Islamic Republic of Iran'. I arrive 
at my conclusion of the 'erfan-war linkage's unicity (among all other ideological linkages between 
the war and religious themes) because of the fact that Gieling hardly mentioned anything that could 
be interpreted in this direction. There is one mention of a wartime poster carrying the text sangar-e 
'eSq ('trench of love') (op. cit., p. 82), the evocative significance of which doubtlessly derived, in part, 
from sang (blood, as part of sangar-e 'eSq). Somewhat related, the afterlife was referred to as diyar-e 
haqq, 'the realm of truth' in Salam newspaper (A/.ar 29. 1375/December 19,1996). 
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Red Mysticism was careful to distinguish between Wise Men and Sufis on the one 

hand, and militant mystics on the other. While "[Khomeyni's] cerfdn did not seek iso

lation and seclusion",16 the sages and Sufis were reproached for "taking into hiding 

and intellection" instead of "choosing the open field of martyrdom" (the highest 'sta

tion', maqam, and 'rank', manzelat). This designated their 'yellowness' (preface).17 

A newspaper instead commemorated a war volunteer in its rubric The Green Voice 

of the Basigg.™ The label was descriptive of the martyr's 'eifan, in evoking the image 

of Islam having grown inseparable from his body. He had courageously defended 

Islam as if it were his own body, and finally sacrificed his body, with equal vigilance, 

for Islam. The prototype martyr for obituaries such as these, was Hoseyn Fahmlde, 

the sixteen-year-old whom Khomeyni had declared Iran's real leader, and who had 

sacrificed himself before an Iraqi tank. Fahmlde, Sufis recollected respectfully, had 

carried an c eifan text on his trousers that spoke of his longed for reunion with God.19 

As martyrdom was all encompassing, it extended beyond the warfront when the 

war ended. "The war with Saddam", Khomeyni had proclaimed, "was only a part of 

this struggle. Our struggle was the fight between Truth and Falsehood, which has no 

ending [...]." Salarfs pamplet on Red Mysticism had similarly stressed - in a post

war preface - that "although today, our eight-year war with all its ups and downs [has 

16 PAKDAMAN, 1368/1989: 4. 
SALARI'S treatise was not straightforwardly in the radd-genre, however, and Sufism's subjection 

to the higher scale of Red Mysticism by Salary was only a matter of degree, not principle. More 
importantly, he explicitly took historical Sufis such as Bayezld Bastami as role models for 
contemporary Islamists. Another of these models was the Sufi martyr SohrawardT, who ironically died 
at the hands of the Jurists, the Jurists in whose name the Basigg fought their war of 'sacred defense'. 

18 Ettela'at-e hqftegi, Esfand 15-22, 1375/March 5-12, 1997, 'Eifan. Seda-ye sabz-e basigg. Ano
ther indication of the state's appropriation of mysticism was the deliberate historical ignorance with 
which 'erfdn-gazal-poetry was written about: "this [...] poetry is not completely confined to the [...] 
seminaries. It is rather a current through which the majority of the poets have, after the success of the 
Islamic revolution, shown their own face", Ertela'at, Azar 27, 1375/December 17, 1996. The predo
minance of 'eifan in public discourse, was alluded to in a book-review: "Alas, in these days the poetry 
of Sepehrl has become a means for an emotional 'eifan interpretation" (TEHRAN!. 1375/1997: 19). 

19 In Etiela'at (Hordad 8, 1376/May 29, 1997) it was held of a 'lover of martyrdom' ('aSeq-e Saha-
dat) that "they had blended his being with love for the People of the House (ahl-e beyt)." On Behest-e 
Zahra I spoke to a Pasdar-officer who had lost his brother in combat. Upon learning I engaged in Per
sian Studies, he stressed I should pay special attention to 'eifan. "I've had quite some experience with 
'erfan-e nazarï wa 'amah {'eifan in theory and praxis). My brother appeared before me in a dream. 
He said: 'I am able to have contact with you, on condition you don't drink and do not have unlawful 
relations with women'. I did neither. When I stood at his grave, contact was established" (06/07/97). 

PAKDAMAN (1368/1989: 6), citing a message of Khomeyni's, which was delivered to the clergy 
(on Esfand 3, 1367/February 22, 1989), and printed in Keyhan, Esfand 6, 1367/February 25, 1989. 
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come to an end], one should not render the values of this Way (rah) [...] into 

oblivion".21 Mystical martyrdom, that is, was to be sublimated into moral acts, a mi-

litantly cooperative spirit towards the leadership of the revolution and social sacrifice 

in Iranian society - the greater gehad?1 When Iran's spiritual leader, Khamene'i, 

praised the mystical quality of 'asceticism' in Imam 'All, he explained that 'lack of 

worldly attachment' had been accompanied by his active seeking of 'social justice' 

and as such was to be seen as an attribute of'All's involvement in (worldly) rule.23 

While rumours spoke of draconian and unremitting repression, 4 concerning, for 

instance, the closing down of a Qaderl lodge in Tehran in August 1996, many Sufis 

managed to accommodate to the new regime religiosity. A new, post-revolutionary 

climate was witnessed among Sufis, inversely, in that several affiliates and observers 

held Sufism to be immersed in a process of réveil: mystic, Shicite religiosity not only 

offered but was itself on the 'Way of (ethical) Reform' (rah-e eslah). When confron

ted with the enemies' traditional reproach of (idle) 'asceticism' (zohd), one Sufi res

ponded in irritation that "worship does not go without service to the people" (cebddat 

he-goz-e hedmat-e halq nlst).25 Traditionally, 'social service' was a Sufi act that 

21 SALARI. 1368/1989: 10. 
22 Iran's martial arts magazine Razm-awar, for instance, which was dedicated to "knowledge of 

the true values of sport in Islamic Iran" (1375/1996, 18: 5), contained articles that addressed 
'militancy' and 'the fighting mentality' in a largely metaphorical sense. It was critical of sports in their 
conventional meaning, as "it is one of the functions of showing sport contests, particularly in third 
world countries, to keep the people ignorant of their political fate and political currents in their 
countries" (1375/1996: 37), while 'imperialist politics'exploited sports economically (1353/1996: 18: 
8). Razm-awar, therefore, paid attention as to how sports could communicate the message of the revo
lution (1375/1996, 18, pp. 8-9). One of Iran's leading karate experts, a Basigg commander, "demon
strated his skills [...] commemorating Tehran's 36,000 martyrs of the imposed war" (Iran, 06/29/97). 

23 Tehran Times, 11/26/96. 
24 An undated overview by Malik Cam contains important but sometimes unsubstantiated or erro

neous information (dowloaded on 12/31/99 from www.wco.com/~altaf/sufipers.html). It claimed that 
in 1997, the Intelligence Ministry presented a video with coerced confessions and alleged evidence 
of to-fa-violations to the Leader, asking for his anti-Sufi fatwa. Thereafter, Ayatollah Raga'i de
clared that "anyone who kills a sufi student will go to heaven." Tehrani informants spoke of the Qade-
riya as a politically charged and persecuted, ethnic Sufism - because of its ties to the Kurdish guer
rilla. Mideast Minor reported that "The sheikh of the Naqshabandi Sufi tariqa, Othman Serajeddin, 
was forced into exile" (09/0 9/94 (Section: The Arab/Islamic World), vol. 8, no. 174), but did not spe
cify when. The Dutch Safi'alisahi leader claimed his lodge in Isfahan had been destroyed by the state. 

25 Interview, 12/17/96, cf. SAHABI, 1375/1996: 9. <NE<MAT'AI_I> attributed the saying to Bayezid 
(1999: 218). Generally speaking, it derives from an old Sufi repertoire: Some Sufis "waren berühmt 
fur die Hilfsbereitschaft, mit der sie sich ihrer armen und leitenden Mitmenschen annahmen" (MEIER, 
1976, (1): 125). Given that Iranians have been reminded by posters in the streets that they 'ought to 
use time wisely', and that Sufism represents in many ways the opposite ethos, it was surprising to en-

http://www.wco.com/~altaf/sufipers.html
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would especially serve one's individual, spiritual progress. Here, however, it assumed 

an ethical quality in itself, separate from the goal of spiritual progress, and concerned 

with Iranian society at large. It derived from the politicised injunctions of the Sarfat -

not the spiritual requirements of the tar'iqat - and it went a long way, in particular, from 

Saficallsah's aristocratic maxim that said "in Sufism, the foundation of deeds is 

service to the spiritual leader" (dar tasawwof asl-e cfmal hedmat-e pir ast).26 

Sufis sought to join the heart of the 'public transcript' - that built on Khomeyni's 

mystical charisma - in presenting Sufism as a law-oriented Path, both mystical and 

militant. A Haksar Sufi showed me a series of liturgical objects. He presented his axe 

(tabarzln) - otherwise a metaphor of spiritual combat - as if it were a material weapon 

in the holy war, the double-edged sword ofcAll (zo'l-faqar) not as a symbol of spiritu

al chivalry but of communal defence. The hom (büq) that used to warn fellow Sufis of 

enemies,27 blew in defence of Shi'ism for him.28 Transcending 'yellowness', a Sufi who 

claimed heroism as a revolutionary explained that 'becoming not, in God' (fana'ollah) 

- mostly conceived of symbolically - was to be taken literally; as Sufism in essence.29 

counter a Sufi's sardonic wisdom that suggested ethical réveil: "the people of Iran, we are Professors 
in the Killing of Time" (mardom-e Iran, ostad-e waqtkoS hastim) (07/10/97). The place of 'service' 
in the Islamic Republic is for instance seen in the views of "Beheshti, the chief architect of the Consti
tution [who] argued that the Koran and the Shi'i traditions protect legitimate wealth [...] for the simple 
reason that human labor was the source of all such property. This labour, he explained, was physical 
work, mental work, such as accountancy, or public service (khedmat)" (ABRAHAMIAN, 1993: 43). 

HOSEYNI. 1377/1998: 16. The context for this citation proves that the translation must be 
'service to', not 'service of. Things had been similar in the Ne'matollarri order before <SafTaIïsah>'s 
rise to fame. In 1851, Lady SHEIL wrote, on the basis of her experiences with Sufism in Tehran, that 
"Among the Niamet-oollahees the novice must present the moorshid, in addition to the sheereenee 
[sweets], with a coin called an abassee, on which are engraved the words "La illah illallah" (There is 
no God but God). The moorshid repeats to him an ayah, or verse, of the Koran, to be recited daily. 
In performing every act, the mooreed, or disciple, must meditate on the moorshid" (1856: 195). 

Galall Sufis in eighteenth century Isfahan blew trumpets to celebrate the ruler's defeat (ROYCE, 
1979: 137), but in the Islamic Republic, any practical uses of liturgical objects were wisely avoided. 

In AZADE'S 'New Perspective on 'Erfan and Sufism' (a post-mortem edition of 'Abdollah 
Entezam's newspaper articles), one witnesses another technique of accommodation, which has been 
employed by many other Sufis in the Islamic Republic as well. (The publisher of) AZADE criticised 
the unlawful use of Sufi symbols, and subsequent misconceptions regarding the true nature of Sufism: 
"That faulty rumour which has made the Sufis known for their laziness is the work of [...] parasitic 
beggars posing as dervishes, who presented themselves for pretense, in appearance, in the clothes of 
the dervishes. With wine and [...] the begging bowl (kaSkfil) they were pretending to spiritual poverty 
(faqr) and Sufism. What do these impostors have to do with the world of Sufism?" (1363/1984: 112). 

Interview Safï'alïsahï Sufi, 03/09/97. AHMADI held the Sufi concept offand' (among others) 
responsible for the lack of individualism in Iranian society (1375/1997: 52), which explains precisely 
why 'dying in God', in its literal reformulation, was such an apt doctrinal support for martyrdom. 
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Khomeyni had been influenced from an early stage by Ibn Arabi's mystical concept 

of the Perfect Man (ensan ol-kamel). Several Sufis, in their turn, projected into 

Khomeyni an immaculate qotb, who had been surrounded, however, by evil 

courtmongers. These had kept him from revealing his true identity. Wretched and 

ignorant courtmongers, they said, accounted for Khomeyni's silence during the era 

of revolutionary violence and repression.3 Echoing Amoll's 'true Sufi Shicite', they 

stressed the difference between the mosalman, i.e. the outwardly conformist Muslim, 

and the mo'men, the believer who touches upon the essence of religion.31 They 

represented themselves to be, as Khomeyni was, a part of Shicism's mo'meriin. 

In written response to a set of questions on Sufism that I put to him, the (office of) 

ayatollah ol-cozma Naser Makarem-SirazI held Sufism generally to consist of illegiti

mate aberrations.33 The (office of) Source of Emulation ayatollah ol-cozma 'Abdolka-

rlm Musawl-Ardablll, however, responding to the same set of questions, wrote that: 

jurists who are not without interest in these sciences, who have sufficient know
ledge of them, and have worked in them, they criticise the 'orafa and the Sufis 
less: except for some of their issues which cannot in any way be brought in ac
cordance with the mahkamat-e Sar* [parts of the SarPa not admitting of allego
rical interpretation] they do not oppose the rest of their words [my insertion]. 

30 Interview Saficalïsahï Sufi, 12/19/96.1 asked this Sufi whether much had changed since the re
volution. He said: "Yes, nowadays it is about cleaning one's soul (pak kardan-e gan), about ultimately 
becoming an ensan-e kamel, and I feel much cleaner now." In a newspaper defence against an attempt 
to delegitimise mysticism, it was written that "[Khomeyni] says, in his Hamd Sura exegesis, that 
•prayers and the Qur'an are one; 'orafa and 'aref poets and philosophy, etc., all speak of one subject, 
[...] only the [...] languages are different" (öomhüri-ye eslamï, Mehr 8, 1375/ September 29. 1996). 

31 Interviews independent (unaffiliated) Sufi. 10/29/96; Safi'alisahi Sufi, 03/06/97. 
32cAbdollah Entezam/Azade's Nazari laze be 'erfan wa tasawwof( 1363/1984) had been a precur

sor of the ethical reform(ul)ations: "The breaking of promises [...], being recalcitrant [...], dominating, 
shortcomings in the accomplishment of obligations and hundreds of other unpraiseworthy characteris
tics are the agents of decay [....] Dervishhood and Sufism do not mean laziness. In all eras, Sufis have 
been men of work and in the Holy War they have not refrained from sacrificing their lives [....] The 
Ministry of Culture [...] could [...] in co-operation with radio and television, offer educational pro
grams in support of the thought of Sufism" [my emphasis] (op. cit., pp. 113, 112, 113). Furthermore, 
the text stated that "I am certain that if this school [of Sufism] finds expansion, in such a way that 
from various classes of people a number worthy of consideration will turn to following it, then it will 
change the sort of morality and thought [now current] in our society" (op. cit, p. 8). Not everybody 
was convinced of 'eifan's legitimacy. Ayatollah Azad held that "in the meaning of Knowledge of God, 
it is fine. But in these last years a different kind of 'erfan has come to the fore that has non-Islamic. 
Christian and Greek roots, and we cannot, therefore, accept it in this form" (interview, 06/07/97). 

33 Correspondence, 09/22/97. 
34 Correspondence, 08/23/97. 
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The Safïcallsahï order 

The Board of Trustees retained its nominal rule over the SafFalïsahï order. It sought 

legitimacy in SafFalïsah's charisma, while the rebellious satellites remained dedicated 

to traditional, sheikh-centred spiritual authority. Both the SafPalïsahï centre and its 

peripheries, however, absorbed mystical regime religiosity (though in contrary ways). 

The informal leader of the Board of Trustees had no pretensions whatsoever of 

being a sheikh. He dressed soberly, as is ideally required of Muslims, and he abhor

red the Sufi regalia that some of his more traditional subjects carried. Rebel sheikhs 

pointed at this not only to condemn the Board of Trustees's illegitimate innovation 

of Sufism, but they also interpreted it as a sign of secret state affiliations. One of the 

board members, they pointed out, had been a Revolutionary Guard during the revo

lution, and later on become an employee in the Ministry of Education. A member of 

the Endowments Organisation was on the Board, and there were financial transac

tions between the two. When I pointed at a damaged painting in the erstwhile library, 

the informal leader told me a state institution (the Sazeman-e ersad) was called upon 

to repair it, and many suggested the lodge's property was now owned by the state. 

Given these relations, there would be no room for alternative spiritual authority, 

independent of the state. The absence of any sheikh on the Board corresponded to its 

claim of being void of any spiritual authority itself. However, the presence of a so

vereign spiritual guide had traditionally been thought of as a necessity, both cosmo-

logically and for individuals. Blessing could come from the master only, as without 

him, the world would lose its balance and novices ran the risk of great spiritual harm. 

Among the larger and older Sufi orders, spiritual authority, although mediated by 

sheikhs and holafa', had often come to focus on a legendary founder. Among the 

NecmatollahI orders, the Zo'r-Reyasatayn have most explicitly revered Shah 

Necmatollah Wall. The SoltancalIsahI order upkeeps an extensive spiritual genealogy, 

but concentrates affiliates' devotion in the figure of the present, living pole. The rede

finition of spiritual authority under the Board of Trustees, however, represented a uni

que development in between these types. Religiosity changed its focus, from the nar

ration of Ne'matollahï and SaiTalïsahï traditions through a medium-sheikh, towards 

an unmediated focus on the life and works of SaiTalïsah himself. "We are just", a 

regular visitor explained to me, "a religious circle for the devotion of Saflcallsah." 
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In 1995, the Board of Trustees unexpectedly found a source of legitimisation when 

one of the granddaughters of SafTallsah. Safiya-ye Nesat, returned to Tehran from 

Switzerland. While she disliked "narrow-minded mullahs who deny people their right 

to cry", she expressed admiration for the tellement sympathique Sufi, monsieur 

Khomeyni, who had read all of SafTallsah's oeuvre and whom, she claimed, she had 

visited several times in Paris before the revolution, when she lived in Geneva. 

In an historical reparation of relations between the lodge's leadership and the heirs 

of SafTalïsah, she reportedly contributed to the Board of Trustees, financially, to 

some considerable extent.36 But she was important for other reasons as well, as 

SafTalTsah's spiritual authority radiated through to the present day. Despite the 

unitary enforcement of state-Islam, one street away from the lodge one walked in 

'lodge-alley' (küce-ye hanaqah). The lodge itself, situated along boulevards and 

squares the names of which were 'cleaned up' during and after the revolution, the 

lodge remained in 'SafTallsah-street' (hlyahan-e SafTallsah)?1 Young Sufis carried 

plastified pictures with them, not of some qotb, but SafTallsah. Despite the fact that 

he detested Sufis, a Tehrani Hoggat ol-Eslam felt that SafTallsah, who had uniquely 

composed a Qur'an Commentary in rhyme that several in his day and some to this 

day found blasphemous, had been "a great man."38 It was the tafslr that the Board of 

Trustees had been after, first demandingly and then, when Saflya-ye Nesat did not 

give in, politely. After initial reluctance, Nesat gave her permission for a new print. 

In the last instance, the religious significance of SafTallsah derived from his 

rapport to the Imams. An eye-catching poster adorned the outside wall of the prayer 

space in the courtyard. Its significance was unmistakable for outsiders as for insiders, 

as it embodied 'raw, melancholy passion' (südcP-ye ham). It depicted Imam Hoseyn's 

military camp, surrounded by Yazld's hostile troops. Hoseyn was about to be marty

red. The idea of martyrdom's religious significance was nothing of a novelty, but 

35 Interviews 03/09/97; 07/20/97. 
36 Interview Sufi affiliate and friend of Mrs Nesat, 03/09/97. 
37 Only a bookstore named <SaficalRah> (mentioned by GRAMLICH, 1976: 148) has disappeared. 
38 Interview, 02/10/97. (Monawwar'alisah» felt it was a 'pearl for the speaker of Persian' (gowhar-e 

farsi-zaban) (inteniew, 04/04/97). Tafslr was respectable, and thus good for the image of Sufism. But 
one Sufi warned me not to attach too much importance to 'form', as "the first tafslr came from the 
devil", and "Semr too [the murderer of Imam Hoseyn] was an interpreter" (inteniew, 02/09/97). In 
the Anfcoman-e ohowwat, Hosravl had produced a tafslr as well, which, a Sufi in <ZahIr od-Dowle>'s 
lodge said, "of course does not match the greatness of <Safï<alïsah>'s tafslr" (interview, 05/11/97). 

39 <Saficalïsah> had already spoken of the 'secrets of martyrdom' (asrar oS-Sahadal) in his Zobdat 
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it had not before replaced the centrality of'All in SafPalïsahï religiosity. One affiliate 

who had left Iran after the revolution and had now returned from the United States 

said, disapprovingly: "This is not Sufism, with all these celebrations for Hoseyn." 

However, on January 30 and 31, 1997, 'All's centrality was temporarily restored. 

January 30 was the Thursday night session immediately preceding the commemora

tion of cAlI's martyrdom, on the 31st. The usual sermon in the salon which preceded 

the zekr, was exceptionally tense. The hatib cried incessantly, alternating pretense 

sobs with genuine tears, interspersing laments, hitting his chest and successfully 

moving his crowd. In front of his pulpit, the audience was moved to convulsions. The 

massive drone of chest beating (sine-zanl) made the stained glass windows tremble. 

The 31st brought some estimated 1000 people to the hanaqah. Not everybody had 

come solely for CA1I. This was also the day on which Khomeyni had returned to Iran, 

and, more importantly, it was the first day in a series of ten, which commemorated 

the Fagr-offensive against Iraq. The day after, martyrs' coffins were being paraded 

in the streets. On the 31st, several soldiers had made their presence, too. The subtext 

which was being performed on these days, as forceful as any 'celebration for Hoseyn', 

pointed to mystical martyrdom, under the surface of traditional Sufi/Shicite laments: 

Cedd-ye to I fadd-ye to I bi nava-ye to I yd 'All 

(I am) your beggar, (I am) your devotee, 
(I am) helpless without you, Oh cAli 

* * * 

Man-am, man-am, geda-ye to I man-am, 
man-am, geda-ye to I geda-ye bi nava-ye to I 

'All 'All 'All 'All I 'All 'All 'All 'All! 

It is me, your beggar / (I am) 
your helpless beggar / (Oh) CA1I! 

'All gan-am I 'All gan-am I 'All gdn 

'All (is) my soul - my dear 'All / dear 'All40 

ol-asrdr (cf. WAHIDNIYA, 1352/1973: 254; CAHARDAHI. 1361/1982-3: 5). "Die sogenannte 
Genügepflicht des heiligen Krieges haben manche SQfiyya freiwillig erfüllt" (MEIER, 1976, (1): 125). 

GRAMLICH (1981: 33-8; 1976: 405-8) gave extensive general descriptions of Safl'alisahl zekr, 
but did not mention these texts, which suggests they were specific to this commemorative occasion. 
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Regeneration in the Society of Brotherhood 

Although the Angoman-e Ohowwat could historically document its legitimate repre

sentation of SafTalïsah's line, the Board of Trustees had nothing to fear from the dis-

reputed Society of Brotherhood. When asked, Tehranis would tell of some formerly 

influential, pre-revolutionary organisation afterwards closed down. Freemasonry 

charges having stuck to it, they considered it a relic of the past. Enemies, including 

differently affiliated Sufis, moreover conveniently projected the Freemasonry history 

upon the order at large.41 But the Society had survived the purgatory of revolution. 

On my way to the old quarters of the administrative centre, I was unexpectedly led 

from a busy street into a quiet hallway. What first met the eye was neon-advertise

ments. Behind them, clearly visible, was a cast-iron gate displaying unremoved Sufi 

stigmata: Crossed axes, a begging-bowl and the founding date of the Society of 

Brotherhood. Behind the iron construction, a stained glass plate was in place, broken 

in some places and patched up with pieces of wood. Behind the gate was a yard that 

contained the living-quarters of, reportedly, the sole survivor and keeper of the 

Society of Brotherhood.42 The centre in arrears was only one of its heirs, however. 

After the revolution, various Freemasonry centres had been closed down, but not 

any of the branches of the Angoman-e Ohowwat were reported among them. Several 

went on independently.43 Zahir od-Dowle's Saffalïsahï lodge in northern Tehran - the 

third most important place for the Society of Brotherhood, after the administrative 

centre and the lodge of Safi'alisah - assumed a second life. The present leader 

stressed spiritual, genealogical continuity from the Society of Brotherhood without 

apologising, and upon a first visit in May 1997, the sheikh's brother assured me that 

41 The Soltan'alïsahïs considered <Safï'alïsah> an illegitimate usurper, and (Zahir od-Dowle> re
sponsible for the order's final degeneration. Of (Zahir od-Dowle> it was claimed that he i) married Su-
fism and Freemasonry and ii) never appointed a successor as he understood <Safï'alïsah> himself had 
made a false claim (EsFAHANi, 1372/1993: 26; 47). Although the Soltan'alïsahïs were the only party 
to engage in historical publications, they denounced the 'war of writing' (gang-e haul, op. cit., p. 29). 
A rebel sheikh in <Safï'alïsah>'s main lodge said venomously: "We have nothing against <Zahïr od-
Dowle>'s lodge, only it goes without saying that it is not a hanaqah in the first place, but just a burial 
site, and its qotb is obviously an impostor who accepted money" (interview, 05/19/97). 

42 Interview Sufi in (Zahir od-Dowle>'s lodge, 05/24/97. From the fact that Sufis in the lodge knew 
of the administrative centre's continued existence but were not in any regular contact to its keeper (an 
old affiliate), I infer that the Society of Brotherhood has split into many centres as well. 

43 Interviews Safï'alïsahï Sufis, 06/19/97; 04/18/97. My interviewees were long-time affiliates of 
the Society of Brotherhood, who accepted the lodge's post-revolution leadership as legitimate. 
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I had been right to come, as this place - small to all standards - was 'the national 

centre of the Real Sufism' (in Iran). The last pre-revolutionary leader, cAbdollah 

Entezam, had been succeeded by 'father' (baba) Rezacallsah SafaT, <DarwIs Reza>. 

Reza'all came from a famous family in Yazd. He had two paternal uncles who 
were wandering dervishes (qalandars), Darwis Hoseyn and Darwis Horram, one 
of whom planted a tree in Saficallsah's hanaqah. Being attracted to Sufism from 
an early age, and seeing the example of his uncles, he came to Tehran, on foot, 
to meet the foqara. He made the journey seventeen times. Rezacali was spotted 
by Zahlr od-Dowle and allowed to live in his house. He developed into a 
prominent Sufi in the Society of Brotherhood, and became its sheikh in Yazd. 
During the seventeenth journey, Rezacali had become a man of age, and he 
decided he would permanently reside in Tehran. After the revolution, he 
assumed the leadership, and his two uncles remained ever faithful to their 
inspired nephew, and they kept on treating him respectfully.44 

After Reza'all died in about 1988, he was succeeded by his son Ahmad Safa'I, the 

present pir, who was in possession of his father's egaze. His rule of Zahlr od-Dowle's 

lodge visibly contrasted with the lodge of SafTalïsah under the Board of Trustees. 

It was common knowledge among the followers of Zahlr od-Dowle that "they say 

the mosque is the House of God, while for us the House of God is in the heart." How

ever, one would misread this adage if conceived as an attempt to take away the legi

timacy of the mosque, and in this sense they compared to the SoltancaIIsahIs. The for

mulation highlighted Suftsm's proper religiosity, simultaneously downplayed its ma

terial referents, and so lessened vulnerability. There were other safety-valves as well. 

There was a little wooden frame, stuck to the lodge's entrance, which contained 

a sheet of rules specifying - in addition to the sheikh's spiritual authority - that no-one 

was allowed in who did not observe the social order. At first, nobody wished to 

discuss the rules, trying - despite their eye-catching display - to convince me they 

meant nothing. Later on, the official reply held that: "if people come from the 

outside, ignorant as to what goes on inside, they have to be informed as to what 

constitutes proper behaviour." In the end, however, and in private, a Sufi told that 

basically the rules were for protection. 'Protection' was for outsiders - for them not 

to project into Sufism anything like anti-regime religiosity - as for insiders, "the real 

44 Interview Sufi in <Zahir od-Dowle>'s lodge, 05/11/97. 
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adab are a matter of the heart."45 Contrary to the lodge of Safl'allsah, which was 

proverbially open all day and night, the gate of Zahïr od-Dowle's hanaqah usually 

remained closed until the preparations for the rrtagles started: cleaning the yard, 

sweeping the congregation room, checking the stereo, and preparing tea and sweets. 

In the lodge of Zahïr od-Dowle, in other words, there were many things to guard. 

People in SafTallsah's lodge usually kept a low profile. While freely accessible, 

and visible from all sides, a Sufi proudly remarked that "only a few of the 

neighbouring people are probably aware of the existence over here of a lodge." In 

a bird-eye's view of the yard from one of the surrounding flats, one would indeed 

meet with little Sufi stigmata, except for ritual greetings (mosafaha) and only 

incidentally full Sufi dress.48 In Zahïr od-Dowle's lodge, however, the Sufi stigmata 

and regalia were more fully, though still cautiously, observed (as they were among 

Wall Dorostï and the followers Monawwai^alïsah). During 'ASüra, a guest singer had 

introduced his performance with a moving 'pointe' (nokte) on transhistorical 

charisma: "some time ago I crossed the street and I saw three little boys playing, 

staging Karbala. And I asked myself: Who is this Hoseyn, who, 1000 and something 

years later, still manages to enrapture young boys." In an outfit that bore public 

witness to a double, Sufi Shi'ite affiliation, a black-dressed affiliate continuously 

moved to tears because of the guest singer's Karbala-narration incessantly rolled the 

beads of his 'Sufi rosary' (tasbih-ye siifiydne), which held two tabarzins and a kaskül. 

The lodge was only once open all day, during a religious commemoration that 

provoked amazement and curiosity. "Why does Khomeyni's portrait hang over here?" 

I asked. Due retribution for a stupid question, it was responded: "Because we 

commemorate his demise." That was perfectly reasonable, but what did his demise 

have to do with Sufism? "Nothing," my interviewee said, "but we just have a special 

session, and through these external things, the spirituality transpires that we are really 

all about."49 Two years ago, another visitor told me, the leader had, in a similar act 

45 Interview, 06/19/97. 
46 A Sufi told me that the gate used to be open all day. He unconvincingly claimed there were no 

political reasons for the closure: it had to do with protection of the graves (conversation, 05/06/97). 
47 Interview Safi'allsahl Sufi, 03/06/97. 
48 There was a mor'td of Haggi Dadas in the lodge ('sheikh Rohsar') - with axe, cap, manteau, 

begging bowl, and small zo'l-faqar - whose provocative outfit was on everyone's mind (05/01/97). 
49 Interview, 06/19/97. 
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of accommodation, changed customary dress by ordering the stigmatising white 

kafans for the closet. Now I understood the impeccably dressed man, who, to my sur

prise, had started to undress in the lodge. He had first taken of his shirt, then his trou

sers, and underneath had appeared a folded, long, white robe. He saw me watch him 

and explained: "I couldn't do this in the street." Just to make sure, I asked: "You're 

wearing a kafanV "No", he said, "just the dervish clothing (püSeS-e darwiï)."50 

A glimpse of the things that were being avoided once became visible in advance 

of the religious sessions - which were invariably preceded by generally Shicite prayer 

(namaz) - when a politically charged debate ensued in the yard. A novice unaware of 

danger, said: "We don't agree with the way things are now, this [the Islamic Repu

blic] is not real Islam."5' Then someone from the lodge - only recently purged with 

respect to clothing - probably worried about my observations and quickly corrected, 

by arguing with sweet reason: "No, no, please: things are not that simple. If the state 

closes down lodges because women don't wear the hegab, then this is legitimate."52 

The master reinterpreted history to the demands of ethical réveil by mentioning 

Zahlr od-Dowle not as a Freemason - as some affiliates, many differently affiliated 

Sufis and any non-Sufi continued to do - but as a "renewer of Sufism who placed 

morality at the centre of it." Furthermore, one had to reckon that his assembly simply 

had a 'Congregation for cAlI (Hafat-e 'All ibn-e Abï Taleb).'53 But the most striking 

element in the yard in which we had our conversation, was the unremoved 

Freemasonry stigmata on the grave of Zahlr od-Dowle. The master's innocuous 

discourse - prescribing general, mystical Shi'ite religiosity, in neglect of the Free

masonry signs, the contestations of illegitimate innovations in the Pahlavi era, or the 

Society of Brotherhood's proximity to the Monarchy - had left its mark on the world 

outside the lodge. In response to the question what brought him on the track of 

Sufism, one faithful affiliate - always present in the lodge - decided to entrust his life-

history to me, which did not contain any reference to these stigmatising backgrounds: 

50 It was reported of the pre-revolution Zahabiya, inversely, that they "tragen in [...] Ver-
sammlungen nur Derwischhut und Mantel [...] über der Zivielkleidung (GRAMLICH, 1981: 3). 

51 Conversations, 07/10/97; 06/19/97. 
" As all public or semi-public lodges, <Zahïr od-Dowle>'s hanaqah had a separate women's 

section, which was reached from the men's section (by the sheikh) through a microphone and spea
kers. In advance of the sessions, however, men and women rather freely mingled (as in other lodges). 

53 Conversations, 07/10/97; 07/17/97. Similar stories probably underlie LEWISOHN'S claim (1998: 
456) that: "the Anjuman-i ukhuwwat was forced to change its name to 'Maktab-i 'All b. Abï Talib'. 
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My ending up here has a story to it. I was in a theatre-school, where I met with 
a woman that I grew very fond of. It was not being in love, just being very fond 
of her. Then I began reading Hafez and Mowlana, who touched me very deeply 
as well. But then I got into trouble and I ended up in prison. I was desperate, 
until hazrat-e Hafez appeared before me. This gave me an enormous strength. 
When I was released from prison, I made the pilgrimage to Mashhad. Once 
again, Hafez appeared before me and he told me that there was an organisation 
in Tehran named Angoman-e ohowwat, opposite Melll Bank. Having reached 
it, they told me that I should get it all out of my head, but I held tight and finally 
they said: 'All right, go to the North of Tehran'. I went to take a look, I went 
from house to house and every time I asked, people told me it was not there. But 
I did not give in and after a long time I again asked someone: 'Aqa, where do the 
dervishes meet over here?' He pointed at a spot right in front of him, and that 
was the hanaqah of Zahlr od-Dowle. That was eleven years ago. 

The most important contrast between the two SafTalïsahï branches, however, invol

ved spiritual authority. Contrary to the Board of Trustees, the striving after respecta

bility in Zahlr od-Dowle's lodge did not include an abstention from alternative 

spiritual authority. Only, it was mostly outside the formal, ceremonial life, in in

formal gatherings in the yard, that inhibitions concerning its expression would lessen. 

The master and his affiliates made a point of his spiritual authority. As soon as he 

made his entrance, people humbly rushed forward and bowed to kiss his hand -

which, an affiliate said without hesitation, "compares to the oath of allegiance to 

Imam CAH" - and take any order from him.54 "I am a sick old man now", a Sufi stated 

in advance of religious sessions, "but if the revered qoib requests my presence, then 

of course I will appear."551 asked a Sufi why he had not married - a religious expec

tation for young men his age - and he explained that "one of the reasons is: the sheikh 

has not yet given me a sign to do so." Then he cited the Sufi dictum that the affiliate 

should be towards the sheikh as "a corps to the hands of the washer of the dead." 

54 Interview Sufi in <Zahir od-Dowle>'s lodge, 05/16/97. MEIER (1976, (1): 24) claimed of the Go-
nabadi (Soltan'alïsahï) order that "Der Leiter [...] fühlt sich als Vertreter dieses zwölften Imams und 
nimmt sogar Huldigungseide fur ihn ab." Given the date of publication, this must have referred to <Re-
za'allsah). It should be noted, however, that <Reza'alIsah> promoted a strict division of realms of spiri
tual authority between the jurists and the Gnostics, in the Pahlavi dynasty as well as in the Islamic Re
public. He was very explicit in favouring jurist rule (indirectly if not directly) in worldly affairs, and 
did not conceive in any way of his mystic authority as an infringement on jurist authority (or vice ver
sa). More inclusive conceptions were rather found in the above cited Sufi in <Zahïr od-Dowle>'s lodge. 

55 Interview, 10/22/96. Taqlid, a masterless Sufi once told me laughingly - that which ordinary 
Shi'ites owe the clergy - "is the mogtaheds dog's leash for mo'menin." In the 1950s, some Iranians 
had named their dogs 'Kasanf, after the infamously corrupt and opportunist Ayatollah Kasani. 
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Complementing the master's public, Shi'ite respectability, a visitor privately lectured 

on the fine points of reincarnation, one person admiringly mentioned his wife's 

Roman Catholicism, another felt a direct spiritual tie to 'the first real Iranians, the Zo-

roastrians', and one Sufi confided he tried his luck in magnetism and hypnosis ses

sions.56 It was in Zahir od-Dowle's graveyard that Sufis expressed the significance 

to the collective memory, taking me along the graves and relating their good deeds, 

of Zahir od-Dowle, Aqevll, Entezam, and their discredited Society of Brotherhood. 

A martial arts specialist and Baslgg survivor joined in the discourse of state mysti

cism with ambivalence. "The essence of higher knowledge is realised once bodily in

tegrity is beyond one's care." This had applied to Owrangiyan, the militant war sin

ger, hated by many for inducing their sons to martyrdom on the battlefield, but here 

held in high esteem.57 The comparison was also embodied in Hallag, the tenth-centu

ry Sufi martyr, who had proudly reddened his face with blood from what had remain

ed of his arms after his hands had been amputated. Allegiance, Hallag had shown to

wards God alone. Allegiance, the martial arts specialist stated, he too owed to God 

alone, but only through his master's mediation. Here, a double emulation defined Su-

fism in essence. "Nothing transcends the Sarfa," he said in a voice that left no room 

for doubt, "but if the qotb orders me to drink wine, I will do so without hesitation." 

"I don't say that all other Sufi orders are completely wrong," another affiliate said. 

"But some of the Ways circle and circle and hardly reach their destination. This way 

of ours is the Straight Way to God". He then showed me a book held precious by all 

who shared in the NecmatollahI legacy (Serwanl's Riyaz al-siyaha). He felt this parti

cular configuration of Sufis in northern Tehran, however, to be its exclusive spiritual 

heir, because it contained "the answer to the world." To Sufis in Zahir od-Dowle's 

lodge, this Tehrani congregation was, rather literally so, the Axis of the Universe.58 

Nevertheless , it was reported in TOs newspaper on August 16, 1998, that "the garden 

and the graveyard" of Zahir od-Dowle had been "registered under nr. 2001 on the Na

tional heritage [...] catalogue," which implied that the lodge had been brought under 

the state control of the National heritage organisation (Sdzeman-e mïras-e farhangï). 

In Safi'alïsah's lodge, to the contrary, a novice had exclaimed (this corresponded to some extent 
to general sentiments throughout Iranian society) that Magnetism and Spiritism are British plots!" 

Interview, 07/17/97. "This power transcends all technology, it is the power of the heart." 
HODGSON (1974, 3: 40) described early Safawid concepts of Sufi power as a 'secret ruling of 

the whole world', which perhaps applies to Islamic Sufism at large - but certainly Shi'ite Sufism. 
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The SoltancalïsahI order 

It was written in 1997 that "disputed lodges confiscated during the revolution [...] are 

now continued under the supervision of the state, and other lodges have, bit by bit, 

obtained their second life."5 While the reproach of state supervision worked to the 

detriment of the Safïcallsahï order's legitimacy and unity, the Soltan'allsahï masters 

remained in undisputed command through consolidating their order's accommodation 

to state Islam, the foundation for which had been laid, since 1968, by Reza'allsah. 

(6) Hagg CA1I Tabande <MahbübcalIsah> 

Mahbübcallsah (1945-1997) was widely appreciated as 

a friendly person. Sufis in the Hoseynlya often stated 

their allegiance to him more emphatically than they did 

towards his somewhat more distant and severe father. 

Despite the fact that he did not possess much 

religious status (he "only had a loose sleeveless cloak, 

'aba, and no turban, 'ammama"), he was as 

respectable a Sufi as the order could wish for: "Unity 

[...] around the flag of Islam", he had admonished the 
r - „. .. 1 . 1 i c i J Figure 9. Mahbüb'alisah 

foqara, is the sole bulwark of salvation in today s 

world."61 He had published several 'memoranda', which had advocated "the 

unification of the ordinations of the SarVa and the tarlqat." ' Joining his sessions for 

the first time, it took me a while to realise I was not in a mosque. The opposite of the 

Sufis' popular image of ecstatic dervishes, the SoltancalIsahIs had their 'silent zekf, 

the 'zekr of the heart' (zekr-e qalbi). In the lodge of SafTallsah, notables had claimed 

59HASURi, 1375/1997:8. 
60 Interview Soltan'alisahi Sufi, 10/09/96. He did study religious subjects privately, under the 

guidance of the order's sheikh Gazbl, (Sabet'ali), but apparently did not achieve any official degree 
(see biography, in <MAHBÜB'ALISAH>, 1376/1997: 71). 

61 In PAZOKÏ, 1997: 6. It may have been this undeniable legitimacy which explains why the 
researcher of Sufism Cahardahi, who had been especially critical of the Soltan'alisahis as a pupil of 
the 'excommunicated' sheikh Keyvan Qazvïnï, had written a 'letter of remorse' (towbe-name) to 
<Reza'alIsah> and apologised to the order as a whole for his unsympathetic writings (a copy has been 
published in Tlq-e Boranda, p. 94). Qazvin! is fiercely resented to this day by both the Safi'alisahls 
and the Soltan'alisahis: The sheikh in <Zahir od-DowIe>'s lodge told: "They don't ever mention his 
name and we don't either, our predecessors considered him dead and so do we" {interview, 07/17/97). 

62 Biography in <MAHBÜB<ALISAH>, 1376/1997: 74. 
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a similarly respectable 'mental zekr (zekr-e pendarï), but their sessions were a 

struggle to contain rowdiness. Some had cited the maxim of SafFalïsah that "during 

the zekr one ought to focus on the figure of the qotb." Given the general Shicite 

conception that all legitimate prayer must have God as its object, the SafFalïsahï 

zekr-e pendarï was infinitely more dubious than the regular and quiet SoltancalIsahI 

zekr-e qalbi under Mahbubcallsah.63 The SoltancalIsahIs' undisputed, hereditary lea

dership structure remained intact and there were tens of thousands of affiliates in Iran 

and world-wide.64 Under Mahbüb'alïsah, the order consolidated its 'second life' -

after Reza'alisah's troubles in Bidokht, the arson attack on the Tehrani lodge, and a 

third incident of grave implications that reportedly took place in the early 1990s.65 

A recent hagiography provided the outside world with his life history. 

Mahbüb'alïsah had pursued 'religious and literary sciences' at secondary school, 

which resulted in graduation in 1963. The following year was marked as his entrance 

on the Sufi path, and in 1966, he had undertaken the Hagg. He then took up studying 

in Mashhad and Tehran, and graduated in Persian literature {adabiyat-e farsï) in 1969. 

In order to pay for his livelihood and education, sources obliquely mentioned, he 

taught in primary schools. After university studies, in 1976, he visited the Iraqi Shicite 

holy places in the service of his father and in order to meet with the Sources of 

Emulation. Being judged a worthy Sufi in stable progress, his father allowed him to 

lead the SoltancalIsahi Sufis in congregational prayer in 1981.66 In 1985, he obtained 

a general authorisation to lead the Sufis, and his Sufi cognomen <MahbubcalI(sah)>. 

After university graduation, in 1972, Mahbüfrallsah had joined the National 

Iranian Oil Company, "to earn his livelihood from his own labour." He remained in 

Zekr-e pendarï, in turn, strikes one as firmly orthodox in comparison with traditional Ahl-e 
Haqq doctrine as documented by MlR-HOSSEINl (1994, (2)). She held the sect had to be viewed 'in 
the context of defiance of orthodoxies' and outlined that the Ahl-e Haqq stress m'yaz-supplication not 
as a complement - as most Sufis hold zekr to be - but in stead ofnamaz (prayer). They "call themsel
ves People of Niyaz, and other Muslims, whether Shi'a or Sunni, People of Namaz" (op. cit., p. 218). 

4 Although I gave up determining exact figures fairly soon, 'tens of thousands' seems realistic to 
me because of the order's many lodges in Iran and abroad. Prosperity is enhanced through gifts. 
During a session, someone donated 500.000 nlman for the Charitable Salehïya Polyclinic 
(Darmangah-e heyriya-ye sdlehiya), which was over USD 1000 {congregation, 07/03/97). The 
polyclinic was opened on Dey 16. 1371/January 6. 1993 (in <MAHBÜB'ALISAH>, 1368/1989: 254). 

"In the early 1990s the main Gunabadi cemetery in Tehran which housed the grand mausoleum 
of Salih 'All Shah, as well as many other historical buildings [...] were entirely destroyed [...] 
according to the ayatollahs to make more space for public worship" (LEWISOHN, 1998: 452-53). 

66 The documents were officially published in a public letter of the order (only) in 1365/1986. 
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its service up to 1989, when "he wanted to direct all his attention to [...] the order." 

Rezacallsah had by then become a man of afflictions, and the motive for resignation 

attributed to Mahbübcallsah is therefore perfectly plausible. But it remains unclear 

why he came to work for the oil company in the first place, as there is nothing in his 

education to suggest he had an interest in oil, economics, business administration or 

geology, or obtained knowledge relevant to his job. The eighteen-year interlude dealt 

with in two lines, then, is enigmatic. One may, however, try to interpret it in the 

context of Rezacallsah's management of the order. Religious integration had been 

served by introducing MahbOb'allsah to the Iraqi maragé-ye taqlïd and to various 

Iranian, Shi'ite jurists, among whom was Imam Khomeyni.67 It was the oil company 

that is likely to have served the other professed aim of Rezacallsah - societal 

integration - and he had chosen a particularly strategic locus. The Oil Company 

embodied the Iranian nation, for both anti-royal nationalists and the Shah at first, and 

then for any Iranian, during the revolution and the Gulf war - when its infrastructure 

was being shelled. Secondly, various affiliates had high ranking jobs in the oil 

company, and it was at the invitation of one of them that Mahbüb'alïsah joined in. 

In 1986, Mahbüb'alïsah was appointed to the order's viceregency (helafat). His 

father's decision had been informed by divine sanction, but its narration also 

evidenced worries about whether his precautions had been enough to protect his son: 

One night in Kashmir, I had a dream. I was with Saleh'alïsah and with hot 
temper he said: 'Why do you not authorise cAlï [MahbübcalTsah]?' I responded: 
'I authorised him by naming him <Mahbübcali>.' He said: 'Yes, I know that. But 
why don't you write the authorisation for the viceregency?' I answered that 
perhaps they will act with hostility towards him and there might be dangers of 
the soul lying in wait for him. He stated: 'God and the twelve Imams and the 
Friends of God and We ourselves are his protectors' [insertion mine]. 

Thereafter, Reza'alïsah on several occasions, in speech and writing, proclaimed 

Mahbübcalïsah his successor.70 Nobody, consequently, could object when MahbOb-
calisah succeeded his father as qotb on September 9, 1992, when Rezacallsah died. 

^Correspondence Soltan'alisahi order. 07/19/1999. 
68 Correspondence Soltan'alisahi order, 07/19/1999. 
69 Biography in <MAHBÜB<ALÏSAH>, 1368/1989: 854-6. 
70 Biography in <MAHBOB<ALÏSAH>, 1368/1989: 859. 
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After the funeral, Mahbubcallsah travelled to Bidokht, to introduce himself anew as 

the Soltan'alïsahl master, lead various religious sessions that marked his assumption 

of the leadership, and accept oaths of allegiance by sheikhs and affiliates. These 

initiatory sessions were repeated in Tehran, and finally, Mahbubcallsah proclaimed 

a series of fourteen (new) rules. Except for the above mentioned call for 'unity around 

the flag of Islam,' these included general prescriptions that were - like the edicts of 

his father and grandfather - hardly distinguishable from other, non-Sufi calls to Shi-
cite piety. Their main points included permanent remembrance of God (yad-e hoda), 

kindness to God's creatures {Safaqat-e halqollah), care for the body from one's own 

labour, meditation and reflection (zekr ofekr), according the light of reason (nur-e 

<aql) a central place, taking the ordinations of the holy law (ahkam-e Sar?at) before 

one's eyes as a model, reading Pand-e Saleh, avoidance of conflict (ehtelaf), care of 

one's family, and the faithful execution of all of these points.71 Little was known 

among the affiliates - and neither did hagiography help in this respect - about the 

period between his assumption of power and untimely death on January 16, 1997. 

However, it was generally felt by the foqara - hagiography confirmed - that Mah-

bub'allsah had been "kind and polite with his own, and moderate with the enemies."72 

Attraction to Mahbübcallsah's personality played into the consternation that 

evolved after he died. "All great Islamic personalities die a martyr's death, and 

Mahbübcalïsah surely was a martyr", an affiliate wept. A Sufi took me aside and 

whisperingly proclaimed: "Mahbüb'allsah was killed!" A week before, foqara 

hummed, he had been visited by Nïrü-ye entezamï, order troops. They had beaten him 

and assured they would deal likewise with all Sufis. The story had been broadcast on 

a Swedish radio station the day after, and would be repeated in various versions in 

foreign media. Gruesome details began circulating among the believers. "When 

Mahbübcalïsah was buried, people saw blood dripping from his mouth. This could 

not have been, had he died from a heart-attack, as the official versions have it."73 

One of Mahbübcalïsah's confidants then confirmed that indeed, the Leader had 

been visited by the Nïrü-ye entezamï, but not for any of the reasons assumed by the 

foqara. His living quarters lay opposite a large military training camp and as religi-

71 Biography in <MAHBÜB'AÜSAH>, 1368/1989: 867-68. 
72 Biography in <MAHBÜB<AÜSAH>, 1376/1997: 69-77, citation on p. 73. 
73 Interview, 03/02/97. 
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ous sessions were held in it, early in the morning, twice a week, and many Sufis 

would flock the alley, the commander felt they constituted a safety-danger. He re

quested Mahbübcalïsah to relocate them. Mahbübcalïsah answered he understood the 

complaint but could not meet it, as this was the House of the Pole (hane-ye qotb). 

This, request and denial, had occurred twice, but the boundaries of politeness had not 

been breached. Another, coincidental event, had been the accusation of 'immoral 

activities' leveled against the order by the police.74 MahbObcalIsah's confidant never

theless smiled through his grief for the deceased master when I put the murder story 

to him. "No", he said, sighing calmly in denial, "ihefoqara will make up anything." 

The day after Mahbübcalïsah's demise, his body was carried amongst a crowd of 

inconsolable mourners, and then he was buried in Bidokht, in a grave next to his 

father's.75 Subsequent events bring to mind the legends of SoltancalIsah and 

Nür'alïsah, who had predicted their own martyrdom in, respectively, 1909 and 1918.76 

Several weeks before he died, Mahbübcalïsah had reportedly announced - foretold 

- his own death, and written the text for six telegraphs to various sheikhs in and out

side Iran, which explained his condition and contained instructions for the sheikhs' 

acceptance of a successor (ga-neSïn).11 These documents, which had been "delivered 

to one of ihefoqard in two closed and sealed packages to be dispatched after his 

death," now became public. They authorised a smooth leadership transition, and a re

production of the Soltan'allsahl organisation - Soltan'allsahl order. The telegraphs' 

instrumental function had moreover mixed flawlessly with doctrinal concerns. The 

disaster of MahbObcalIsah's untimely demise had found its place in a Sufi plot-

structure prevalent among the affiliates, which postulated an historical continuity of 

saintly, Islamic martyrdom, foreseen and predicted by their victims, in the Soltan'all-

sahi order. Conveniently adding to the depth of sentiments, it also included a political 

subtext, for some, who took the prototypical figure of Islamic martyrdom literally. 

74 LEWISOHN (1998: 453) for instance cited London-based Nlmrüz (Bahman 5, 1375/January 24, 
1997): "Approximately two weeks prior to his heart-attack, in order to curb the growing popularity 
of the order, police [...] concocted the excuse that, inter alia, the dervishes were engaging in immoral 
activities (lahw wa la'b). This is an entirely new tactic used by the Islamic Republic to subject the 
Gunabadt dervishes to psychological pressure and thus expel them from the public arena." A 
prominent Soltan'allsahl confirmed (correspondence, 07/19/99) that such had indeed been the case. 

"Biography in <MAHBOB'ALI5AH>, 1376/1997: 77. 
76 Cf. <SOLTANHOSEYN>, 1350/1961: 139-40; MILLER, 1923: 354. 
77 The event is referred to in <MAHBÜB<ALÏSAH>, 1376/1997: 76. The telegraphs' texts, kindly put 

at my disposal, have up to the present remained unpublished by the order. 
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Figure 10. MahbQbcalisah's letters of succession 
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(7) Nü^allsah Tabande <MagzübcalIsah> (1997 - ) 

157 

Figure 11. Magzüb'alïSah 

The Soltancalïsahïs forcefully denied that the matter of 

succession had become a family business, a reproach 

against them heard from non-Sufi and Sufi outsiders 

alike. "We are not a Monarchy", the new leader's bro

ther explained, on the defensive.78 But whether it was 

for a lack of suitable candidates or other reasons (Mah-

bflb'allsah's two sons were not at a suitable age to suc

ceed their father), it was Mahbubcallsah's uncle, Reza-
calïsah's brother, the closest Sufi family member, who 

assumed the leadership. Unlike his predecessor - who 

had according to the telegraphs assigned Magzubcall-

sah as his successor - the new leader's personal piety radiated from a physical stigma: 

A small, purplish spot on his front, that evidenced many years of unabated prayer. 

Magzübcalïsah was generally known for his proximity to the Nehzat-e AzadI, 

Bazargan's Freedom Movement,80 and his activism during the Islamic revolution. 

However, he went at length to moderate the connection to the Freedom Movement. 

"I've never been a member - being a judge in public service - but just on good terms 

with some of its personalities." His public function in the Pahlavi era and his societal 

career, he explained, had been severely limited because of his connections. Never

theless, these had been primarily ideational. They also extended to Sufism: "Ebrahlm 

Yazdl once held a speech in which he reproached 'idle dervishhood' (darwïSï wa qa-

landari). I fully agreed with him, because we ourselves are on the track of cerfan." 

Whatever its precise nature, the connection dated from the pre-revolution era when 

Magzubcallsah's brother Rezacallsah had sought allegiance to Khomeyni, and it re-

s; 

78 Interview, 01/31/97; Interview differently affiliated Sufi, 04/04/97. 
79 This physical stigma, caused by the small, inscribed prayer stone to which believers bend in 

prayer, is a general Islamic sign of piety. But it is especially associated with those who exaggerate 
religiosity, those who are "dry by religion' (hoSk-e mazhab). In explaining to me why she feared the 
presidential candidate Nateq-NQri, an Iranian woman pointed to his spot. 

8(1 MADANI, 1376/1997: 162, mentioning what was common knowledge to many. 
81 MADANI, 1376/1998: 159. 
82 Interview <Magzub<alisah>. 05/07/97. (Magzüb'alïsah) had met several times with Corbin in 

France, which had helped Corbin compose his Hagiographie de Hadj Molla Soltan Mohammad [...]. 
(FJAY'AT-E TAHRÏRÏYE-YE KETABHANE-YE HOSEYNÏYA-YE AMlR SOLEYMANl, 1367/1988: 102-3). 
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minded of an outlived SoltancalïsahI dual containment. There was no reason left for 

MagzObcalIsah in 1997 - in undisputed, unitary command of the SoltancalIsahI order, 

in a well-established Islamic Republic - to boast of the rather marginal, 'liberally-Shi-
cite' Nehzat-e AzadI, which, since Bazargan, had been opposed to welayat-e faqihP 

The new leader's first public act, the day after his nephew's death, was the 

proclamation of a decree with five rules for Sufi conduct, based on his grandfather's 

Pand-e Sdleh, to which he felt it constituted transhistorical continuity. Two elements 

strike one in contrast to the rules of Mahbüb'allsah. First, they contained very speci

fic prescriptions. Magzübcalïsah thus took care of accommodation by closing the in

terpretive space between general SoltancalIsahI rules and specific socio-political re

ality. Secondly, the rules also contained a worked out division of spiritual authority:84 

1) [...] the observation of the Islamic hegdb [...] is a necessary condition for 
individual and societal chastity, and, likewise, pay abundant attention to the 
honouring of piety for men. 

2) [...] for the first time for over one hundred years ago, SoItancalIsah forbade 
the use of illicit drugs, and even opium addicts [...], and he did not favour 
cigarettes [...]. 

3) The fixed obligations (wazd'if-e moqarrare) in the holy Islamic religion 
have, by the high-placed 'orafa, been implicitly divided according to kind. 
Rulings (ahkam) of the holy law [...] one must emulate from the [...] 
mogtahed [....] Rulings of the tarlqat [...] are received from the Great One 
of the Age, and cerfan instruction has also been deposited in the books of 
the Great 'orafa. 

4) [...] involvement [...] in social issues is not within the jurisdiction of the 
tarlqat and the foqara must not expect the Great Ones to direct them in this 
sense [....], non-involvement in social issues will be observed as it was 
before. 

5) The observation of social order and respect and watchfulness with respect 
to the law, we must historically learn from Socrates [....] The observation 
of the communal law is respect for oneself and for others. Pay weighty 
attention to this. 

In a 1988 pamphlet. The Explanation and Analysis of the Absolute Governance of the Jurist, the 
Freedom Movement had equated Khomeyni's innovation in the doctrine of welayat-e faqih - to inclu
de the jurist's 'absolute' mandate - with kofi; heresy, and Serq; blasphemy (cf. ALINEJAD, 1988: 41-6). 

84 A translation of the rules in English (PAzüKI, 1997), kindly sent to me in January 1997, is 
about to be published. Apparently to ensure Soltan'allsahi respectability abroad as well, the rules have 
also been published in Nlmruz (Bahman 12. 1375/January 31, 1997) (LEWISOHN, 1998: 453). 

85 According to LEWISOHN (1998: 451), <Nür<alisah II> had lauded "the virtues of smoking 
opium". But his treatise Zo'l-faqar dar hormat-e keSidan-e taryak actually forbade it for the 
Gonabadï-Ne'matollah! affiliates (correspondence Soltan'alisahi order, 07/19/99). 
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Whether SoltancalIsahI affiliates privately agreed of not, it would not under any cir

cumstance be publicly heard from their ranks, as a sheikh belonging to a different or

der once nonchalantly proclaimed, that "the Qur'an is (but) a language of images that 

lacks a referent in the material world."86 In an interview, the SoltancalIsahI leader de

fined as his two respectfully Islamic, and worldly future tasks: 'erfan instruction (tar-

biyat-e ceifdnï) and 'service to the people' {hedmat be mardom) (cf. rules 3 and 5).87 

The SoltancalIsahI stress on the order's fundamental continuity regarding respect 

for the social order, from Pand-e Saleh to the present, was to some extent justified. 

But as the social order changed its shapes, the rules' content changed as well, as much 

as the meaning of performance changes through transformations in the political 

sphere. 'The observation of the Islamic hegab' for instance, was a new prescription 

(though old practice) that one encountered in about any restaurant or post-office as 

well. In comparison, Pand-e Saleh contained a short section on 'clothes'; a minimal 

prescription only, and nothing on the hegab: "And [the believer] should not be 

extravagant with his clothes, nor should he be too spartan with himself' (p. 88). 

Even more striking, however, was Magzüfralïsah's division of spiritual authority. 

Another sheikh unrelated to the SoltancalIsahIs once privately told me: "What bothers 

us is welayat-e faqlh, in which there is no place for the 'orafa. Many ayatollahs 

themselves disagree." The corafd, he meant, not mogtaheds or foqahd constitute 

legitimate power. Whether or not SoltancalïsahI conceptions were privately similar 

in essence,88 there were no public statements that could pin down the order for it. 

While the corafa constituted the legitimate succession to the twelfth Imam in spiritual 

'6 "If you tell a six year old child something is 'impure', it will ask: How, what? If you are then 
unable to explain that 'impure' is a symbolical construction, it will ask: Where are the microbes'? If 
it then sees you cannot produce them, then this is the way religion is lost" (interview, 03/13/97). 

"interview <Ma|zQbtalïsah>, 05/07/97. Control was another central concern. When I asked him 
about the zekr and its organisation, (MagzQb'alisah) said: "If the faqir is unable to contain himself, 
then the zekr is not a good one." In its definition and practice, the Soltan'alisahi zekr corresponded 
flawlessly to a recent publication on zekr Allah from the Theological Seminary in Qomm (TAQAWI, 
1375/1996). How then, I asked the Leader, is it possible that the leaflet omits any reference to Sufism? 
"A treatment of zekr Allah without Sufism", he responded from a position in between the hidden and 
the public transcript, "is a sign of the fundamental fear which reigns in Qomm." Only in one respect 
could I find a semantical difference between Sufi and non-Sufi commemorations, that was to my 
knowledge not held against Sufism however. <Magzüb<alisah> explained that through repetition, the 
zekr is internalised, so that remembrance of God is realised through God (he spoke of a 'Pavlov-
reaction'). Eltelffat, however, warned that "prayer is not repetition" (Horddd 1, 1376/May 22, 1997). 

A Sufi without a function in the Soltan'alisahi order stated: "Originally the foe/aha were just 
scribes for the Imams, but they took the power at the expense of the 'orafd (interview, 07/17/97). 
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terms, the foqahd were to be followed in worldly affairs (rules 3 and 4). Respect for 

the social order - which happened to be determined by foqaha - was a religious obli

gation (rules 1 and 5). Despite the fact that all of this sounded perfectly obedient and 

respectful, the rules simultaneously marked a daring innovation. They publicly carv

ed out, for the SoltanfalTsahI order, for the first time in the Islamic Republic, a spiritu

al realm in which it alone could legitimately claim sovereignty (rule 3). In compari

son, such open assertion sharply contrasted to 'double emulation' in the lodge of Za-

hlr od-Dowle, and with the Board of Trustees' 'circle for the devotion of Saficallsah'. 

There were setbacks: Magzüfrallsah was once requested by the Islamic Republic's 

Islamic Human Rights Commission to send a copy of Rezacallsah's treatise, from the 

late 1960s, on Islamic human rights (Nazar-e mazhabi be e'lamiye-ye hoqüq-e baSar. 

NegdreS-e Soltanhoseyn Tabande Gonabadi). When the state commission found out 

about the source, i.e. that it came from 'those people', it was sent back.89 

Nevertheless, SoltancalIsahI respectability under Magzübcallsah, who kept the order 

from darwiSI wa qalandarl and reimposed his grandfather's edict against drugs (rule 

2), allowed for mullahs to come and visit the morning sessions in his private house.90 

Some of the foqara had an additional reason, a secret history to account for 

clerical rapprochement: "Magzubcallsah's brother - Rezacalïsah - had requested the 

authorities' permission for a visit to the foqara in Isfahan. This was refused. Then 

Ahmad Khomeyni had stepped in and written a letter which said: 'Do not hinder these 

people in any way, because me and my father, we have been 'dervish people' (ahl-e 

darwïS)."9* Like Mahbübcallsah, Ahmad Khomeyni had been the object of many 

reverential rumours in Iran. A few days before he died, these rumours said, he had 

threatened to speak out publicly, naming names, on corruption and other excesses of 

government. Therefore, a Sufi confirmed, he had been poisoned, in March 1995, 

dying a martyr's death. In a recent defence of the order, ayatollah Khomeyni's 

legitimisation of (SoltancalIsahI) mysticism was once again emphatically referred to: 

89 Interview <MagzObcalisah>, 04/19/97. A fan of Sufism not related to any Sufi order told me: "I 
knew Mr. Tabande. The words of the hoqüq-e baSar-documenl cannot possibly have been his, because 
he was a very gentle and humane person" (conversation, 11/12/96). I have not met with a statement 
during fieldwork that more forcefully demonstrated the effectivity of Soltan'allsahï policy. Striving 
after regime religiosity was no doubt a sincere aim, but other views proliferated under its cover. 

90 Personal observation, 07/03/97. <Ma|züb<alïsah> cited an old cliché: "Islam is a house with 
many rooms, and from each one attains a different perspective, and 'erfan is the spirit (rüh) of Islam." 

91 Interview, 02/21/97. 
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[...] They base themselves on the treatise of [...] ayatollah ol-'ozma Mr Kho-
meyni, claiming he criticised the cognomina MagzQbcalIsah or Mahbür/alïsah. 
One must pay attention to who had the cognomina MagzQb'allsah or Mah-
bubcallsah when he wrote on this matter. He aimed at that [particular] group and 
those [particular] persons. His eminence Mr Khomeyni bestowed honour upon 
the late Hagg Mollasoltan and he cited him often in his books, and in the Tafsir-
e süra-ye hamd he often spoke appreciative words about his Qur'an tafsir?1 

During the new leader's second public act - presiding over his nephew's burial - one 

event bore unambiguous witness of Mahbüb'alïsah's consolidation of SoltancalïsahI 

legitimacy. The mourning affiliates were accompanied by the presence - publicly an

nounced in the lodge - of Ayatollah SarFatmadarl and the son of Ayatollah Pasandïde 

- a nephew of Khomeyni, the 'aref and personification of weldyat-e faqïh in one.93 

Khomeyni's brother Ayatollah Pasandïde, a SoltancalIsahi affiliate held, had been 

a Sufi in reality, "but he could not speak about this in public, for they would have 

killed him for that." His son's attendance to Mahbübcalïsah's funeral, however, like 

Sarlcatmadarl's presence, could hardly be interpreted other than as an unconcealed 

legitimisation of the SoltancalIsahI order. While hostile rejections were certainly not 

a thing of the past, the two notable clerics' presence bore witness to the effects of a 

broader, regime context of state mysticism, which had allowed for its occurrence. 

92 PARISANZADE, A. 1377/1998. GoSayeS-e Raz (Pasoh be kelab-e <Rdz-goSa>-ye Keyvan 
Qazvini). This book contained a refutation of Keyvan Qazvlnl's recently republished Rdz-goSa, which 
attempted to delegitimise not only <SoltancaIisah> and «Nüi^alïsarn, but also the present Soltan<alisahi 
leaders. This sheds light on the contemporary relevance in the historical discussion (in both treatises) 
of (MahbUb'alïsah) and <Magzüb'alisah>. 

Personal observation, 02/21/97. Khomeyni's elder brother Ayatollah Hoseyn Mostafawi, or 
Sayyed Morteza, Pasandïde died in November 1996 {Gomhüri-ye eslami, Aban 28, 1375/November 
18, 1996, Salam, Aban 24, 1375/November 14, 1996). Sari'atmadari is not to be confused with the 
famous Azarbaijani marga'ye-taqlid Ayatollah Sari'atmadari (d. 1986). PAKDAMAN mentioned 
Khomeyni as an 'dref-faqih (1368/1989: 4) and fascinatingly suggested a mystical element in welayat-
efaqih, the ideological core of state Islam: "it is not clear whether [...] any marga'-ye taqlid is fit to 
occupy the position [...] or if the privilege is confined only to that group of the ahl-e 'amdma who are 
inclined to emulate [both] Sarl'at and the tarlqat" (1368/1989: 7, cf. TER HAAR, 1999). 'Abdolkarim 
SORÜS, too, stated that 'erfan is part and parcel of welayat (in Kiyan, 1375/1997, 6, (34): 58, cf. 
MATIN-ASGARI, 1997: 109). In contradiction to his order's official doctrine, an affiliate held there 
was no meaningful difference between 'eifan and Sufism {interview, 02/21/97). There is an interesting 
parallel here with an observation of the order in the early twentieth century. One affiliate then felt that 
the leader had "a divine side and a human side just like all prophets; at times he feels he is God, at 
times he cries to God for pardon [...] Of course this was a personal opinion expressed in private; I 
suppose it would have seemed rank heresy to the majority of the Sufis" (MILLER, 1923: 354-5). 
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Résumé 

After 1989, there was an ideological rapprochement between Sufism and the state, 

through the emergence of state mysticism and Sufism's continuous ethical réveil. 

The SafFalïsahï Board of Trustees saw itself devoid of spiritual authority and 

focused, neutrally, on the image of SafTallsah. Its public, external performances 

pointed to the politicised context of mystical martyrdom, under the surface of 

traditional Sufi/Shicite laments. In Zahlr od-Dowle's lodge, outward behaviour was 

prescribed by rules that demanded respect for the socio-political order. In informal 

gatherings, Sufis upheld continuity in remembrance of the discredited Society of 

Brotherhood, and sovereign sheikhal authority. Spiritual authority in the lodge of 

Zahlr od-Dowle was, therefore, marked by an ambiguous, 'double emulation'. 

Among the SoltancalIsahïs, internal order remained uncontested. The leadership 

of Mahbübcallsah had been authorised by divine sanction and by his father's 

meticulous preparation for it. His death presented itself in an historical continuity of 

saintly, Islamic martyrdom, which in turn credited Mahbüb'alïsah's visionary letters 

of appointment (and vice versa). Magzübcalïsah's new proclamation of allegedly old 

rules - for external as much as internal consumption - outlined a meticulously 

detailed socio-political modesty, but - as if in exchange for it - it also circumscribed 

an exclusive realm of Sufi spiritual authority. A barometer of strength and 

confidence, the formality of these assertive SoltancalIsahI rules tellingly contrasted 

with the silent ambiguity of 'double emulation' in Zahir od-Dowle's lodge. The Sol-

tan'alïsahïs effectively argued the legitimacy of their spiritual realm in references to 

Khomeyni. Their success, and the effects of state mysticism, were witnessed in 1997, 

when Khomeyni's nephew, Sarfatmadarl and several other clerics paid their respect. 




